In order to improve access to more of the existing holdings of Western Archives copies of a number of preliminary finding aids are being made available. These preliminary finding aids, some of which were prepared many years ago, vary in degrees of completeness, detail and accuracy. Some provide only basic box listings of the contents of a fonds or a collection, while others provide additional background material. All are intended to be the starting point for access to the records and they should not be considered a definitive source of information on the full nature and contents of the fonds or collection.

Questions about the information provided in the preliminary finding aids should be directed to archives.services@uwo.ca

Boxes:

B4716-1 Family Research Files: Abbott to Carter
B4716-2 Family Research Files: Colbert-Hodgins
B4716-3 Family Research Files: Hodgins-Indians
B4717-1 Family Research Files: Atkinson-O’Neil
B4716-2 Family Research Files: Patrick to Sproule; plus 3? Files on Holy Trinity Church, Lucan and newspaper clippings-Lucan (unsorted)
B4718 Family Research Files: Stanley to Webb -transcripts of St. Paul’s Church, St. James and St. Johns births, marriages and deaths
B4719 Scrapbooks, genealogy charts and research notebooks
B4720 Newspaper pages/clippings: Correspondence, unsorted
B4721 Miscellany: photos, negatives, clippings, maps, certificates
B4722 Scrapbooks, Volumes 2-6
B4723 Maps, prints, sketches, clippings, deed (original), Biddulph Township history book, Thesis on Richard Talbot (photocopy)

X1122-1123 **RESTRICTED UNTIL 2027:** Diaries (life plus 50 years, donor applied restriction)